
apmg product range
APMG also offers furniture and fume cupboards for use in universities, hospitals, 

research facilities and commercial laboratories. We manufacture a range of plastic fans,

ductwork and fume scrubbers for pollution control applications.
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specialist educational furniture

•Visit our website 

for news and 

product updates

•Contact APMG to 

discuss your 

project

•Request a free 

site visit

Contact Information:

APMG Ltd
Mount Skip Lane

Little Hulton

Manchester
M38 9AL

Tel 0161 799 2200
Fax 0161 799 2220

Email schools@apmg.co.uk
Web www.apmg.co.uk

• Fume cupboards. Airform bench mounted, distillation and walk in.

• Fans and extract ductwork.Durafan centrifugal,
axial and bifurcated industrial fans.

•Professional laboratory furniture for universities,
hospitals, commercial and research laboratories

•Plastic fabrication of fume scrubbers
and other specialist products



apmg specialist educational furniture

LIMITED

APMG is an amalgamation of two long established and well

respected companies - Associated Plastics Limited and

Morgan & Grundy Limited. We are one of the UK’s leading

specialist manufacturers of educational furniture for science

laboratories, home economics, IT, CDT, art and electronics

rooms. 

WE OFFER

• Free survey, design and quotation service

• A comprehensive range of high quality products

• Customised solutions to meet specific requirements

• Storage cupboards tested to BS5873 & BS4875 Level 4

• Over 50 years’ experience of laboratory furniture

manufacturing

SUPPORTED BY

• In house installation and commissioning engineers

• Computer aided design and manufacturing

• Fully equipped factory workshops

• Design and project management teams

For more detailed company information please request a

copy of APMG’s company profile.

APMG Installation engineers

APMG's large modern factory

LIMITED

APMG’s computer controlled production
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omega serviced pedestals A combination of fixed serviced pedestals and loose tables provides the

most flexible laboratory layout. Tables can be quickly arranged into

forward facing rows for teaching, or grouped around the pedestal for

practical work. Standard pedestals are 600 x 600mm or 1200 x 600mm

and tables are 1200 x 600mm. Pedestal and table worktops are

available in a variety of materials and colours.

FEATURES

•Flexible layouts can

be achieved by

rearranging tables

•Range of pedestal

designs available

•Services for up to 

8 students per 

pedestal

•Robust epoxy 

powder coated steel

support plinth

•Designed to

complement Omega

perimeter furniture

LIMITED
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omega serviced pedestals with sinks Serviced pedestals can be enhanced with the addition of a sink.

Depending on the size of the unit selected, water and electrical

services are positioned in one of two ways. On a 600mm square

pedestal the electrical outlets are mounted on the pedestal side and

protected from water splashes by a worktop overhang. On a 1200 x

600mm pedestal water and electrical services are fitted on the

worktop. Both designs comply with approved standards.

FEATURES

•Flexible layouts can

be achieved by

rearranging tables

•Range of pedestal

designs available

•Services for up to 

8 students per 

pedestal

•Robust epoxy 

powder coated steel

support plinth

•Machined 

protection strip 

where tables

meet pedestal

LIMITED

6 7



omega fixed benches Fixed benches are a more traditional method of furnishing science

laboratories. They combine a work area with water, electrical and gas

outlets, supported on under-bench storage cupboards.

The wing design angles the ends of the bench towards the teaching

position to create an auditoria style layout, maintaining eye contact

between the teacher and students.

FEATURES

•Angled to face 

the teacher

•Access to both 

sides for practical 

work

•Water, gas and

electrical services

•Additional under

bench storage.

LIMITED

8 9



fixed table based benches

A variation on fixed benches with worktops supported on steel table

frames, this design gives some layout flexibility by having the ends

of each peninsula moveable. Gas and electrical pipework are

contained in a service duct under the worktop.

FEATURES

•Independently 

tested to BS5873 & 

BS4875 level 4

•Range of cupboard 

and drawer units

LIMITED

10 11

FEATURES

•Robust design

supported on epoxy

coated steel frames

•All students face 

the front

•Mixture of fixed and

loose tables gives

some flexibility

•Fixed tables 

serviced with 

electrical and gas

outlets

omega perimeter furniture

Omega furniture is ideal for use as perimeter benching and can be used in conjunction with any of

APMG's other systems to give additional storage and worktop space. The under-bench units are of

very robust construction and directly support the worktop. Services are run behind the cupboard

units and can be accessed through removable cupboard backs and at knee-spaces. Perimeter

worktops are usually 750mm deep but are available in any width between 600 and 900mm. Wall

cupboards and tall storage units are available in the same design.

We also offer a cantilever design

where the worktop is supported

on a heavy-duty steel frame. 

The cupboards are totally

independent of the worktop and

can be easily repositioned.

Cupboards with lockable castors

can be used where regular

movement is required.

Service duct detail



omega octagonal system

Octagonal units are a development of the serviced pedestal. The

work surface is supported on an octagonal shaped cupboard. The

units can be independent or linked with fixed benches or

moveable tables. On island units, services must be fed through

the floor, but when linked to perimeter benching services can be

carried within an integral service void.

LIMITED
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teachers’ desks

APMG offers a wide selection of demonstration desks to suit

a range of teaching environments. They are available in a

number of designs and sizes. Services can be provided to

meet the specific needs of the teacher.

FEATURES

•Large worktop area

•Fully serviced for

practical

demonstrations

•Lockable cupboard

and drawers

FEATURES

•Ideal for group

practical work

•Access to services

from all sides

•Services for up to 8

students

Auditoria seating complements octagonal

practical area

Fixed link bench with sink



curricula
® furniture system

Labkit provides a fully serviced laboratory comprising up to eight

workstations linked together by high level service trunks. No parts

are fixed to the building structure so building work is minimised.

Gas, water, electricity and drainage are required at only one point in

the laboratory, or in an adjacent prep room.

FEATURES

•Fully serviced 

laboratory

•Minimal room

preparation 

required

•Unique vacuum

drainage system

•Easy to relocate

•Developed by 

DFES

labkit workstation system

The Curricula furniture system is independent of the room construction, which makes installation

fast and easy. It is ideal for use in temporary buildings because it can be easily dismantled and

relocated when permanent accommodation is available. The Curricula table design is attractive

and robust, and provides a large workspace of 750 x 750mm per student. Pyramid shaped

service pods can be fitted at the corner of the tables to provide gas and electrical outlets.

Cupboards, tray units and drawer packs are suspended beneath the tables to provide storage.

LIMITED

14 15

FEATURES

•Minimal room

preparation 

required

•Easy to relocate

•Attractive and 

robust design

•Unique pyramid 

service pod

•Developed by DFES

Table worktops shown in optional Iroko solid wood



science preparation rooms

APMG is a leading manufacturer of fume cupboards for professional
laboratory applications. Using this expertise the Airform school fume
cupboard has been designed. It is manufactured with glass sides, so
students can view the demonstration from all angles. It can either be
supported by storage cupboards from the Omega pedestal range, or on a
steel frame. A moveable (tethered) version is also available. 

FEATURES

•Exceeds Building
Bulletin 88 design
criteria

•Aerodynamic fascia 
to induce smooth 
airflow

•Air bypass feature 
to prevent high air 
flow velocities when
sash is lowered

•Glass back panel on
moveable version 

•APMG manufactures
extract fans and 
ductwork enabling 
the offer of a 
complete turnkey 
solution.

school fume cupboards

Floor to ceiling cupboards maximise
storage space

Preparation rooms are the hub of any science department. APMG
prep rooms are designed to maximise storage and work areas and
allow materials and equipment to be quickly and safely distributed.

APMG offers a
complete range of
storage options
including

•Range of cupboard
types and sizes

•Gratnell tray units

•Mobile trolley units

•Chemical storage
cupboards

•Shelving and wall
cupboards

LIMITED

16 17

Bulk storage unit available with a mixture
of shelves and trays



food technology/home economics APMG's Omega pedestal furniture is ideal for food technology rooms. It is designed to

look like domestic kitchen furniture but constructed from superior quality materials. The

robust construction and tough work surfaces provide a long lasting solution. Solid grade

laminate work surfaces are easy to clean and provide a hygienic food preparation

environment. Rooms can be designed with a combination of perimeter and peninsula

benches. Electric and/or Gas cookers can either be stand-alone or integrated, with heat

shields provided next to cookers to protect the adjacent cupboard and its contents. A

range of stainless steel kitchen sinks and drainers are available.

FEATURES

•Robust construction 

•Hygienic, easy to

clean work surfaces

•Stand alone or 

built-in cookers

A range of stainless steel

kitchen sinks and drainers

are available. Appliances

such as fridges, freezers and

dishwashers can be

accommodated under the

worktop. An adjustable height

worktop is available with the

option of built-in sink or hob.
LIMITED

18 19

Eye level oven and adjustable height hob

Stainless steel sink with double drainer

Hand wash station



FEATURES

•Height adjustment 

from 650mm to 

900mm

•Full range of gas, 

electric and water

services available 

on fixed version

•Fixed position or 

moveable on

lockable castors

special needs furniture

Although APMG’s reputation has been built on

science laboratory furniture we also have a range

of furniture suitable for other subjects. 

IT/electronics/art

Adjustable height laboratory benches are available for students with special needs. They are

raised and lowered either by a mechanical winding mechanism or an electrically operated

motor. Benches can be supplied with gas, electricity and water services. Sinks and electric

hobs for food technology rooms can be fitted

•ELECTRONICS

Low voltage trunking can be

added to any of APMG’s

furniture designs. Fume

extraction for soldering fumes

is also available.

•ART

Omega perimeter benching

and loose tables are ideal for

use in art rooms. Large tables

are available in a range of

attractive colours. Plan chests

and drawing board storage

units are included in the

Omega pedestal range.

Above Wooden and metal laboratory
stools are available

Far Left School bag storage unit with
coloured edge-banding

Above Left Robust coat hooks

Left Pinboards, whiteboards and
projector screens are available

additional components

LIMITED

20 21

Beech worktop supported with steel cantilever frame.

•IT

A range of worktops are

available which may either be

supported directly on Omega

pedestal cupboard units, or

using a steel cantilever frame.

Cupboards for computer

towers can either be open

fronted or fitted with lockable

doors for security. Layouts

may comprise a combination

of perimeter benches,

peninsula benches or island

units.

Solid grade laminate worktop supported
directly on cupboards.



apmg design features

a. The choice of worktop material and its

maintenance is one of the most important aspects

of a new laboratory. Staining is the most common

event, but damage from burns and deliberate acts

may also occur. Choosing the right worktop

material will help to maintain you laboratory’s

b

a

LIMITED

22 23

appearance for much longer. APMG offers a range

of solid grade laminates (e.g. Trespa), hardwood,

laminated MDF and solid plastic. Our experienced

designers can advise on the most suitable material

for your application.

e. APMG’s standard aluminium handle is tougher

than alternatives and can be epoxy coated to your

colour choice. A range of other handles is

available.

f. 270 degree adjustable hinges allow full and open

access to the cupboard.

g. APMG applies 3mm thick edgebanding to all

exposed edges. This provides increased impact and

water ingress resistance for a longer lasting product.

b. Optional sink lids allow full use of the worktop

area when sinks are not in use.

h. The Curricula service pyramid is an attractive

and compact way of providing up to 4 gas and 8

power outlets.

c. Epoxy powder coated electrical pedestal boxes

can be coloured to match door handles.

d. Range of high quality laboratory taps available. j. Levelling feet are used to ensure cupboards and

worktops are level.

k. Drainer grooves are machined into worktops around sinks and taps.

l. Optional MDF drawer box increases torsional

strength. Accuride™ drawer runners ensure

smooth operation.

m. A range of tray storage units is available.
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n. APMG serviced pedestals are fitted with a strong steel plinth

to allow secure floor fixing

•APMG’s furniture has been 

independently tested to 

BS5873 Part 4 strength 

and stability of storage 

furniture for educational 

institutions; and BS4875 

strength and stability of 

furniture, level 4.


